Panasonic Facial Hair Trimmer for Women ES2113PC, with Pivoting
Head and Eyebrow Trimmer Attachments, Dry Use, Battery-Operated
Review-2021

Smooth pivoting head: The Panasonic facial trimmer uses a smooth pivoting head to gently follow
the natural contours of the skin to closely and precisely trim unwanted hair on the face, chin and
neck
Gentle for all skin types: This personal shaver is equipped with a round tipped, super thin
hypoallergenic blade to trim safely on sensitive skin without irritation
Additional eyebrow trimmer attachments: Trim and groom eyebrows with two precision snap on
eyebrow shaper comb attachments Comb A (approx. 8 millimeter & 6 millimeter), Comb B (approx. 4
millimeter & 2 millimeter)
Sleek wand design: This facial trimmer has been designed with a sleek, stylish profile to fit
comfortably in either hand for total control and slip easily into the beauty kit, bag or purse for
trimming anytime and adding a finishing touch
Cordless and battery operated: Panasonic trimmer is fully powered by one AAA size battery (not
included); Operating time is approximately 8 shavesPanasonic Facial Hair Trimmer for Women
ES2113PC
Battery-Operated Dry Use Hair Trimmer
Quickly and comfortably remove unwanted hair from face, neck and body with the Panasonic Facial
Hair Trimmer for Women ES2113PC. For use as an eyebrow trimmer and brow shaper, upper lip
hair remover, plus nose and ear hair remover, this hair trimmer features a pivoting trimming head to
gently follow the natural contours of your face for superior coverage and comfort. Ultra-sharp,
hypoallergenic blades treat your skin with gentle care. Two eyebrow trimmer comb attachments are
included so you can easily trim and shape to your desired length and style. For trimming away from
home, the Panasonic personal groomer's compact size lets you easily take it along in a makeup
pouch or purse.
At a Glance:
Smooth pivoting head
Gentle for all skin types
Two eyebrow trimmer attachments
Sleek wand design
Cordless and battery operated
Features & Benefits
Smooth-Pivoting Head Comfortably Removes Unwanted Hair
Quickly, safely and completely remove unwanted hair on the face, chin, neck and other areas. The
Panasonic personal shaverâ€™s smooth-pivoting head swings 10 degrees to the left and right to
glide easily along the natural contours of your face for close, comfortable facial trimmer and hair
remover results.
Hypoallergenic, Stainless Steel Blades Gentle on Every Skin Type
Equipped with ultra-thin, hypoallergenic stainless-steel blades and a unique rounded blade tip, the
Panasonic trimmer and personal groomer provides gentle, precision trimming on even the most
sensitive skin. Since these super-sharp, long-lasting facial hair removal blades are designed for
optimum results when used dry, there's no need to apply soap or lotion before trimming. You can
even trim over makeup.
Two Eyebrow Comb Attachments Help Beautifully Trim Eyebrows
For trimming and shaping eyebrows, two precision, snap-on eyebrow shaper comb attachments are
included to easily and expertly trim eyebrows to your perfect length and style. Each comb features
small and large cutting options, with Comb A sized approximately 8mm & 6mm, and Comb B
approximately 4mm & 2mm.
Sleek Wand Design for Comfortable Control
The facial hair remover for women has a sleek, stylish wand design that fits naturally and
comfortably in either hand for total control. The cordless, battery-operated trimmer is fully powered
by one AAA-size battery (not included).
Lightweight and Compact for Easy Travel

For facial hair removal away from home, the facial hair remover slips easily into any drawer or
beauty kit for convenient storage, or into any bag or purse to take with you everywhere. Review
2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price
comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

